Roadmap

Below is the roadmap of Acadia contributions to ORE financial instruments in quarterly steps:

- **Commodity (end of Q4 22):**
  - Commodity Swaps
  - Commodity Swaptions
  - Average Price Options

- **Credit (end of Q1 23):**
  - Index CDS
  - Index CDS Options
  - Credit-Linked Swaps
  - Synthetic CDO extensions
  - Bond Options
  - Bond Repos
  - Bond Total Return Swaps

- **Hybrids (end of Q2 23):**
  - Generic Total Return Swap framework supporting any combination of underlyings
  - Contracts for Difference
  -Convertible Bonds
  - ASCOT

- **Exotics (end of Q3 23):**
  - Scripted trade framework for modelling structured payoffs